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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MOBILE COMMUN ICATION INTEGRATION

PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001 ] The present application claims priority from U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 61/583,520, filed January 5, 2012, and also claims priority from U.S.

Patent Application No. 11/054,075 filed on July 16, 2009, both of which are

incorporated herein by reference in their entireties.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention generally relates to an application operable on a

mobile communications device that allows for sharing of location information, and

more specifically relates to an application operable on a mobile communications

device that provides an analysis of at least one communication modality in

conjunction with or independent from the location information, and a visual display of

contextually relevant information to one or more users.



SUMMARY

[0003] In one embodiment, the present invention generally relates to systems

and methods that utilize computer-readable instructions for integrating a location

sharing event with a messaging platform. In another embodiment, the present

invention generally relates to systems and methods that utilize computer-readable

instructions for providing notification of a future event and may optionally generate a

location sharing event based on the notification. In yet another embodiment, the

present invention generally relates to systems and methods that utilize computer-

readable instructions for sharing routes between at least two computing devices.

[0004] In one aspect of the present invention, a method for integrating a

messaging conversation with a location sharing event includes the steps of ( 1 )

receiving a message through a first communication mode; (2) parsing the message

to determine whether the message includes an indication of time, an indication of

location, or both; and (3) upon determining one of the indications, providing a prompt

to a recipient of the message to send the location sharing event to a sender of the

message.

[0005] In another aspect of the present invention, a method for providing

notification of a future event includes the steps of ( 1 ) communicating at least one

message between at least two computing devices; (2) analyzing a context of the at

least one message to determine whether the message includes an indication of a



future time commitment for a user of at least one of the two computing devices; and

(3) generating a notification reminder of the future time commitment to the user of at

least one of the two computing devices.

[0006] In yet another aspect of the present invention, a method for sharing

routes between at least two computing devices includes the steps of ( 1 ) displaying a

map on a display screen of first computing device; (2) generating a route from a first

location to a second location based on an approximate route indicated on the map

by a user of the first computing device; and (3) sending the map to the second

computing device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] In the drawings, identical reference numbers identify similar elements

or acts. The sizes and relative positions of elements in the drawings may not be

necessarily drawn to scale. For example, the shapes of various elements and

angles may not be drawn to scale, and some of these elements may be arbitrarily

enlarged or positioned to improve drawing legibility.

[0008] FIGURE 1 is a diagram showing a suitable computing environment,

such as a personal computer or personal mobile computing device, for practicing the

systems and methods of various embodiments of the subject matter disclosed

herein;



[0009] FIGURE 2 shows a diagram of a suitable networked computing

environment wherein a user may employ the various systems and methods of the

subject matter disclosed herein;

[0010] FIGURE 3 shows a diagram of a suitable networked computing

environment wherein a user may employ the various systems and methods of the

subject matter disclosed herein;

[001 1] FIGURE 4 is a diagram of a graphical user interface for an integrated

location sharing application capable of parsing messages according to an

embodiment of the present invention;

[0012] FIGURE 5 is the diagram of FIGURE 4 showing optional menu

items for modifying a location sharing event according to an embodiment of the

present invention;

[0013] FIGURE 6 is a displayed map having a dynamic zoom feature

according to an embodiment of the present invention;

[0014] FIGURE 7 is a flowchart showing a method for generating

notifications of future events using an integrated location sharing application

according to an embodiment of the present invention; and

[0015] FIGURE 8 is a flowchart showing a method for sharing routes using

an integrated location sharing application according to an embodiment of the present

invention.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[001 6] Embodiments of the invention may be operational with numerous

general purpose or special purpose computing system environments or

configurations. Examples of well known computing systems, environments, and/or

configurations that may be suitable for use with the invention include, but are not

limited to, personal computers (PCs), servers, networked computing systems, hand

held or laptop devices, multiprocessor systems, microprocessor-based systems, set

top boxes, programmable consumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers,

mainframe computers, distributed computing environments that include any of the

above systems or devices, and the like.

[001 7] In one embodiment, the present invention generally relates to

systems and methods that utilize computer-readable instructions for integrating a

location sharing event with a messaging platform. In another embodiment, the

present invention generally relates to systems and methods that utilize computer-

readable instructions for providing notification of a future event and may optionally

generate a location sharing event based on the notification. In yet another

embodiment, the present invention generally relates to systems and methods that

utilize computer-readable instructions for sharing routes between at least two

computing devices.

[001 8] With reference to FIGURE 1, an exemplary system for implementing

the invention includes a general purpose computing device in the form of a computer



110 . Components of computer 110 may include, but are not limited to, a processing

unit 120, a system memory 130, and a system bus 12 1 that couples various system

components including the system memory to the processing unit 120. The system

bus 121 may be any of several types of bus structures including a memory bus or

memory controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a variety of bus

architectures. By way of example, and not limitation, such architectures include

Industry Standard Architecture (ISA) bus, Micro Channel Architecture (MCA) bus,

Enhanced ISA (EISA) bus, Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA) local

bus, and Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus also known as Mezzanine

bus.

[0019] Computer 110 typically includes a variety of computer readable

media. Computer readable media can be any available media that can be accessed

by computer 110 and includes both volatile and nonvolatile media, removable and

non-removable media. By way of example, and not limitation, computer readable

media may comprise computer storage media and communication media. Computer

storage media may include volatile and nonvolatile media, and/or removable and

non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of

information such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program

modules or other data. Computer storage media includes, but is not limited to, RAM,

ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital



versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic

tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium

which can be used to store the desired information and which can accessed by

computer 110 . Communication media typically embodies computer readable

instructions, data structures, program modules or other data in a modulated data

signal such as a carrier wave or other transport mechanism and includes any

information delivery media. The term "modulated data signal" means a signal that

has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to encode

information in the signal. By way of example, and not limitation, communication

media includes wired media such as a wired network or direct-wired connection, and

wireless media such as acoustic, RF, infrared and other wireless media.

Combinations of the any of the above should also be included within the scope of

computer readable media.

[0020] The system memory 130 includes computer storage media in the

form of volatile and/or nonvolatile memory such as read only memory (ROM) 131

and random access memory (RAM) 132. A basic input/output system 133 (BIOS),

containing the basic routines that help to transfer information between elements

within computer 110, such as during start-up, is typically stored in ROM 131 . RAM

132 typically contains data and/or program modules that are immediately accessible

to and/or presently being operated on by processing unit 120. By way of example,



and not limitation, FIGURE 1 illustrates operating system 134, application programs

135, other program modules 136, and program data 137.

[0021] The computer 110 may also include other removable/non-removable,

volatile/nonvolatile computer storage media. By way of example only, FIGURE 1

illustrates a hard disk drive 140 that reads from or writes to non-removable,

nonvolatile magnetic media, a magnetic disk drive 15 1 that reads from or writes to a

removable, nonvolatile magnetic disk 152, and an optical disk drive 155 that reads

from or writes to a removable, nonvolatile optical disk 156 such as a CD ROM or

other optical media. Other removable/non-removable, volatile/nonvolatile computer

storage media that can be used in the exemplary operating environment include, but

are not limited to, magnetic tape cassettes, flash memory cards, digital versatile

disks, digital video tape, solid state RAM, solid state ROM, and the like. The hard

disk drive 141 is typically connected to the system bus 12 1 through a non-removable

memory interface such as interface 140, and magnetic disk drive 15 1 and optical

disk drive 155 are typically connected to the system bus 12 1 by a removable

memory interface, such as interface 150.

[0022] The drives and their associated computer storage media discussed

above and illustrated in FIGURE 1, provide storage of computer readable

instructions, data structures, program modules and other data for the computer 110 .

In FIGURE 1, for example, hard disk drive 141 is illustrated as storing operating



system 144, application programs 145, other program modules 146, and program

data 147. Note that these components can either be the same as or different from

operating system 134, application programs 135, other program modules 136, and

program data 137. Operating system 144, application programs 145, other program

modules 146, and program data 147 are given different numbers here to illustrate

that, at a minimum, they are different copies. A user may enter commands and

information into the computer 20 through input devices such as a keyboard 162 and

pointing device 16 1 , commonly referred to as a mouse, trackball or touch pad. Other

input devices (not shown) may include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite

dish, scanner, or the like. These and other input devices are often connected to the

processing unit 120 through a user input interface 160 that is coupled to the system

bus, but may be connected by other interface and bus structures, such as a parallel

port, game port or a universal serial bus (USB). A monitor 19 1 or other type of

display device is also connected to the system bus 12 1 via an interface, such as a

video interface 190. In addition to the monitor, computers may also include other

peripheral output devices such as speakers 197 and printer 196, which may be

connected through an output peripheral interface 190.

[0023] The computer 110 may operate in a networked environment using

logical connections to one or more remote computers, such as a remote computer

180. The remote computer 180 may be a personal computer, a server, a router, a



network PC, a peer device or other common network node, and typically includes

many or all of the elements described above relative to the computer 110, although

only a memory storage device 18 1 has been illustrated in FIGURE 1. The logical

connections depicted in FIGURE 1 include a local area network (LAN) 17 1 and a

wide area network (WAN) 173, but may also include other networks. Such

networking environments are commonplace in offices, enterprise-wide computer

networks, intranets and the Internet.

[0024] When used in a LAN networking environment, the computer 110 is

connected to the LAN 17 1 through a network interface or adapter 170. When used in

a WAN networking environment, the computer 110 typically includes a modem 172

or other means for establishing communications over the WAN 173, such as the

Internet. The modem 172, which may be internal or external, may be connected to

the system bus 12 1 via the user input interface 160, or other appropriate

mechanism. In a networked environment, program modules depicted relative to the

computer 110, or portions thereof, may be stored in the remote memory storage

device. By way of example, and not limitation, FIGURE 1 illustrates remote

application programs 185 as residing on memory device 18 1 . It will be appreciated

that the network connections shown are exemplary and other means of establishing

a communications link between the computers may be used.



[0025] Referring now to FIGURE 2, an embodiment of the present invention

can be described in the context of an exemplary computer network system 200 as

illustrated. System 200 includes electronic user devices 2 10, 280, such as cellular or

mobile telephones, personal computers or workstations, that are linked via a

communication medium, such as a network 220 {e.g., the Internet), to an electronic

device or system, such as a server 230. The server 230 may further be coupled, or

otherwise have access, to a database 240, electronic storage 270 and a computer

system 260. Although the embodiment illustrated in FIGURE 2 includes one server

230 coupled to two user devices 210, 280 via the network 220, it should be

recognized that embodiments of the invention may be implemented using two or

more such user devices coupled to one or more such servers. Moreover, the

network 220 may include or otherwise be coupled to one or more telecommunication

towers (not shown) that provide network connectivity to one or more cellular or

mobile telephones.

[0026] In an embodiment, each of the user devices 2 10, 280 and server 230

may include all or fewer than all of the features associated with the computer 110

illustrated in and discussed with reference to FIGURE 1. User devices 2 10, 280

include or are otherwise coupled to a computer screen or display 250, 290,

respectively. User devices 210, 280 can be used for various purposes including both

network- and local-computing processes.



[0027] The user devices 2 10, 280 are linked via the network 220 to server

230 so that computer programs, such as, for example, a browser or other

applications, running on the user devices 210, 280 can cooperate in two-way

communication with server 230. Server 230 may be coupled to database 240 and/or

electronic storage 270 to retrieve information therefrom and to store information

thereto. Moreover, and as best illustrated in FIGURE 3, the server 230 may

communicate with the user device 210 (and/or device 280) and/or GPS/triangulation

systems 350 known in the art in such manner as to allow the server 230, using map

data stored in the database 240, to generate location data 305, such as, for

example, HTML data, that may be used by a browser or similar application to display

the location of the device 2 10 (and/or device 280). Additionally, the server 230 may

be coupled to the computer system 260 in a manner allowing the server to delegate

certain processing functions to the computer system.

[0028] Referring to FIGURES 2 and 3, an embodiment includes a client-side

application 205 executable on, for example, user device 2 10 . Upon a command of a

user of the device 2 10, the application 205 is operable to send to the server 230 a

request 3 10, including identifying information {e.g., email address, phone number, a

service subscriber's user name, etc.) of a user of the user device 280 (or other

similar user device), to create authorization data (i.e., a "ticket") that will allow the

user of the user device 280 (or the user of the other similar user device) to track the



location of the user device 2 10 and, consequently, the user of the device 2 10 . The

application 205 is configured to provide a user interface (not shown) displayable on

the display 250. The user interface functions to enable the user of the device 2 10 to

select or otherwise input one or more values defining the start time and/or length of

a time interval during which the user of the user device 280 may track the location of

the device 210. These values are included in the request 310.

[0029] In response to the request 3 10, the server 230 is configured to

generate the ticket 3 15 and forward the ticket to the user device 280. Alternatively,

as indicated in dashed lines in FIGURE 3, the server may provide the ticket 3 15 to

the user device 210, whereupon the device 2 10 may then be used to forward the

ticket to the user device 280. The ticket 3 15, which may be sent via SMS, email, or

other suitable messaging format, includes pointing data, such as a selectable link to

a URL, that, when selected by the user of the device 280, is configured to provide

access to a tracking interface provided by the server 230. The ticket 315 may further

include a default message or a customized message input by the user of the device

2 10 .

[0030] Specifically, if the user of the device 280 selects a link to the pointing

data, the server 230 is configured to provide location data 305 to the device 280

enabling a client application 320, a browser, or other interface resident on the device

280 to generate a display of the geographical location of the device 2 10 .



Advantageously, an embodiment merely requires a conventional browser be

resident on the device 280 to display the location of the device 2 10, and does not

otherwise require a specific application be installed on the device 280 to do so. The

location data 305 may be provided to the device 280 in a recurring manner, such

that the user of the device 280 may view the real-time movement of the device 2 10,

or may be provided singly so as to merely provide a "snapshot" of the location of the

device 2 10 .

[0031] In an embodiment, the server 230 provides the location data 305 to

the device 280 only during the time interval designated by the user of the device 2 10

in generating the request 3 10 . In various embodiments, the user of the device 2 10

may set the time interval to commence upon the user device 280 first accessing the

location data, set the time interval to occur during a specifically designated window

of time {e.g., 2-3 PM of a particular day or set of days), or to occur at any other user-

specified start and stop time. In an embodiment, the ticket 3 15 received by the user

of device 280 may indicate the nature {e.g., time of commencement, duration, etc.)

of the time interval. Additionally, in an alternative embodiment, the user of the device

2 10, rather than provide the time interval in the request 3 10 prior to the location data

305 being provided to the device 280, may provide and effectuate the time interval in

a request after the device 280 has received the location data and begun tracking the

device 2 10 . Similarly, after the device 280 has received the location data and begun



tracking the device 2 10, the user of the device 2 10 may revoke, or otherwise modify,

the effective time interval originally included in the request 3 10 provided before

generation of the ticket 3 15 . Additionally, a particular ticket 3 15 may be extended to

a user other than and additional to the user of device 280. In such case, the ticket

may track absolute time remaining. As such, if the ticket 3 15 is a 30 minute ticket

sent 20 minutes ago, it will expire in 10 minutes for both the old and new recipient.

Additionally, a predefined, external event may function to modify the sharing-

permission time interval. For example, the user of the device 2 10 may specify that

the ticket 3 15 is valid only until the user has arrived at a user-specified destination.

Alternatively, for example, the user of the device 2 10 may specify that the ticket 3 15

is valid only upon the user being a predetermined distance {e.g., one mile) from the

user's departure location.

[0032] In an embodiment, the request 3 10 may further include an indication

of a landmark to which the user and the user device 2 10 are travelling.

Consequently, the server 230, by employing the map data associated with the

database 240, may include the geographical location of the landmark with the

location data 305.

[0033] It should be noted that, in an embodiment, all of the functionality

discussed above as attributable to the server 230 may instead be performed solely

by the application 205 executing on the user device 2 10 communicating directly with



the user device 280 over the network 220. In such an embodiment, the request 3 10

need not be generated, and the ticket 3 15 is generated by the user device 2 10 and

issued directly to the user device 280. In such an embodiment, the user device 2 10

may constantly, or otherwise periodically, send updates to the user device 280 until

a time interval associated with a ticket 3 15 expires. Alternatively, the user device

280 may include an application configured to constantly, or otherwise periodically,

poll the user device 2 10 for location data. As such, in varying embodiments, the

server 230 is not necessary for implementation of the functionality described herein.

[0034] For purposes of the description herein, an embodiment of the present

invention is directed to an integrated location sharing application that controls the

process of sending or receiving a location message. By way of example, the

integrated location sharing application may advantageously provide an easier and

faster way to communicate as compared to a phone call or text message regarding

the whereabouts of a sender and/or a recipient.

[0035] An Internet-enabled device such as, but not limited to, a mobile

phone or a computer may receive a location message. In one embodiment, no

software or setup is required to receive and potentially view the location message. A

sender may send the location message to a specific person, several people, or even

to a social networking site or group. For purposes of brevity hereinafter, the



"recipient" may refer to one person, group, site, namespace, or more than one

person, group, site, or namespace.

[0036] More specifically, the integrated location sharing application may take

the form of an application downloaded onto a location-enabled mobile

communications device that allows the sender to share their location via a map for a

pre-set period of time with any recipient of the sender's choosing. With the

integrated location sharing application, the sender remains in complete control on

who sees their location, when they see their location and for how long they can view

the sender's location.

[0037] Unlike other location-based services that require users to log in and

build a friend network before use, the integrated location sharing application may be

used within seconds of downloading to a location-enabled mobile communications

device such as, but not limited to a GPS-enabled mobile smartphone device. In one

embodiment, the integrated location sharing application does not require the sender

or the recipient to create an account to use the service, which eliminates login and

password hassles.

[0038] Once downloaded, the sender may send a location message to any

recipient by selecting a contact or contacts, choose a duration they want their

location to be available to the recipient, and then hit send on their mobile

communications device. The integrated location sharing application permits the



sender to set a timer for how long their location may be shared. The sender has the

ability to "pause" or "cancel" the location message at any time or choose to extend a

current location message. On the receiving end, the recipient merely needs an

Internet-enabled device or email access to receive the location message and view

sender's whereabouts on a map. By way of example, the recipient receives an SMS

or email message with a unique URL that can be clicked to open a browser window

having a map displaying the sender's precise location in a context of other

landmarks, streets, etc.

[0039] In one embodiment of the present invention, the integrated location

sharing application interfaces with a text message, a URL link, and/or an email

platform that resides on the sender's mobile communications device. The integrated

location sharing application may also interface with other types of input such as, but

not limited to, gesture input, motion detection, third party transmissions, radio

frequency identification information, or other scenario-based automated inputs.

[0040] By way of example, the integrated location sharing application may

receive a text message, parse the text message, and then analyze the parsed text

message to determine key words, abbreviations, symbols or other text that may be

related to time and/or location. The integrated location sharing application analyzes

a context of a messaging conversation and may then provide an inline and real-time



display of the analyzed, contextual information of the current messaging

conversation through parsing and/or manipulation of the text message.

[0041] The integrated location sharing application may perform various

parsing, analyzing and displaying techniques, which are described in detail below. It

is appreciated that these techniques may be performed independently, in a different

sequence, and/or in any desired combination. Further, the integrated location

sharing application may perform the parsing, analyzing and displaying techniques

using other modes of communication besides a text or email message, for example

using voice recognition software to parse and analyze a real-time phone

conversation or a voicemail message.

[0042] The integrated location sharing application may utilize text parsing to

initiate an action based on a context of the message. From a contextual analysis, the

integrated location sharing application could determine if information about the

sender's or recipient's location would be useful to share. For example, a person

may text message a friend to say "I'm running late." The integrated location sharing

application would parse the text message and recognize the context deals time ( i.e.,

"late") and relative position ( i.e., "running"). Accordingly, the integrated location

sharing application would prompt the person, the friend or both to share their

respective location. In one embodiment, the integrated location sharing application

may automatically share the parties' real-time locations because they have identified



each other as friends or favorites. In another example, the integrated location

sharing application may prompt one or both of the parties to modify and/or update

their respective location information. For example, one of the parties may say "I'll

need to stop at the store on the way" or "I'll take the bridge instead." Additionally or

alternatively, the integrated location sharing application may be used for non-

location sharing scenarios such as, but not limited to, purchasing items, making

reservations, or searching for coupons.

[0043] The integrated location sharing application parses the text message

to search for native language location and/or time information such as, but not

limited to, an address, an establishment name, a landmark name, a departure time,

traffic congestion, etc. The native language is parsed, analyzed and then mapped

within the context of the text message or other mode of communication.

[0044] FIGURE 4 shows a user interface 400 for the integrated location

sharing application, which includes an integrated messaging client 402 to send

and/or receive messages and an integrated mapping client 404 to share location

information. In the illustrated embodiment, the integrated location sharing application

on a first mobile communication device in the possession of a first person sends out

a first text message 406 that says "Hey where are you?" A second person also

having the integrated location sharing application on a second mobile

communication device in possession of a second person receives the first text



message 406, and the integrated location sharing application would parse the first

text message 406 and then analyze it for time and/or location information. In this

example, the term "where" would provide a prompt 408 for the second person to

respond with an option to share the second person's location information with the

first person. The prompt 408 may be sent as a link {e.g., http://location.com/abc-1 23)

to the first person. Upon the first person activating the link, the first mobile

communication device would visually display a map 4 10 showing a current location

4 12 of the second person relative to one or more geographic identifiers 414 {e.g.,

road names, landmark names, etc.).

[0045] In addition, the integrated location sharing application may utilize a

messaging time stamp 416 that may be cross referenced with known locations at

those times. By way of example, the messaging time stamp 4 16 may be displayed

on the map 4 10 according to a real-time, geographic location when the text message

406 was sent as well as time stamp 4 16 . As an added feature, a time adjuster at the

bottom of the map 4 10 may be used to select specific parts of the text message 406

timeline. By way of example, a time adjuster is shown in the progress bar 4 18 of

FIGURE 5 as text "+1 5 minutes." In another embodiment, dynamic content and/or

contextual information may be displayed on the device. For purposes of this

description, dynamic content may be content such as, but not limited to, information

that changes about the user, such as user's location or status,, broadcasting vs. not



broadcasting. Contextual information may be information such as, but not limited to,

restaurant ratings, video, images, etc. that may be used to augment an existing text

conversation. The dynamic content and/or contextual information may be displayed

within the text message 406 and it may be accessed and displayed in real-time. To

switch between a messaging view and a map view, a user of the integrated location

sharing application may swipe left/right or up/down on the display screen of or

alternative input mechanism related to the computing device.

[0046] According to the illustrated embodiment, the context and/or content

of the messaging conversation may be parsed to prompt location sharing between

two or more parties. The content of these incoming messages may be modified

depending on the receiving client. The modifications may or may not include the

original messages or slight modifications to the original messages. Within the

context of the messaging conversation commands can be made to other

applications to act upon. For example, if within the context of the messaging

conversation a person sends, "Send Location" to one or more email or phone

contacts and selects an activation time of thirty minutes, then the sender's location

may be viewed by the recipient for thirty minutes or until the sender purposefully

expired the location sharing. Additionally or alternatively, the basic text of the

messaging conversation may be adjusted dependent on an accuracy of the sender's

location. In one embodiment, the message conversation accompanying reverse geo-



coded information may be adjusted based on the accuracy of the sender's location

that is being reverse geo-coded. For example, the word "around" could be used

when accuracy is over a certain distance and the word "at" could be used when

accuracy is under a certain distance.

[0047] FIGURE 5 shows a progress bar 4 18 of an amount of time remaining

for a location sharing event. In addition, an option menu 420 may extend from the

progress bar 4 18 . By way of example, the option menu 420 may provide the sender

the option to extend a time amount of the location sharing event, have the location

sharing event expire upon reaching a selected destination, or simply expire at a

present time. The option menu 420 may include additional options, different options

or fewer options. In one embodiment, a freshness of the location sharing event may

be displayed in a conversation view. The conversation view may comprise a list of

people and/or conversations that includes a visual element to indicate the freshness,

which in turn may take the form of a color treatment or an icon as shown in FIGURE

4 .

[0048] Still referring to FIGURE 5, the freshness indicator of a color of a

location indicator, shown as arrow. In another embodiment, the freshness indicator

may take the form of a countdown timer, an animated icon, audible sounds

(accuracy rings, ping sound) or some other human perceptible signal. In any



embodiment, the freshness indicator would provide a viewer a signal about the

freshness of the sender's location.

[0049] The indication of freshness informs the parties that are currently

involved in the location sharing event a time of a most recent location for the sender

and whether the recipient is currently sharing the recipient's location with sender.

Additional information may also be displayed in conversation view such as, but not

limited to, a relative distance between the sender and recipient (or vice-versa), a

heading of the sender and/or recipient, an estimated time of arrival at a destination

for the sender and/or the recipient, a current city, state or region, and a last check-in

location for the sender and/or recipient.

[0050] FIGURE 6 shows a map 500 of a location sharing event between a

sender and a recipient. The map 500 may take the form of an interactive map having

a dynamic zoom button 502. In the illustrated embodiment, the map 500 may

automatically adjust a zoom level to an appropriate size to allow for features that

they viewer has selected to be shown on the map 500 and stay visible on the map

500. Because of the dynamic nature of the map location features, the zoom level

may be continually adjusted to accommodate for these changes. In one

embodiment, multiple buttons may be shown on the map and these buttons may be

toggled to select which features should appear on the map. As a result, the map



may automatically resize ( i.e., adjust zoom level) to optimally display the selected

features on the map.

[0051] FIGURE 7 shows a method 600 for providing notification of a future

event using an integrated location sharing application according to an embodiment

of the present invention. At step 602, at least one message is communicated

between at least two computing devices. At step 604, a context of the message is

analyzed to determine whether the message includes an indication of a future time

commitment for a user of at least one of the two computing devices. At step 606, a

notification reminder of the future time commitment is generated to the user of at

least one of the two computing devices. By way of example, a contextual analysis of

the message initiates the notification reminder, which may take the form of an alarm,

a scheduled time on a calendar, or another type of message on one of the

computing devices. If the recipient receives a message saying "Meet at a desired

destination at 4pm" and responds "Ok," the integrated location sharing application

may prompt the recipient with a text message to leave at a particular time so that the

recipient arrives at the desired destination on time. The integrated location sharing

application accounts for the recipient's current location to correlate the timing of

when the text message is sent to the recipient. Upon the recipient departing from the

recipient's current location, the integrated location sharing application may



automatically send a message to the sender that the recipient is "leaving now" or

some other phrase that indicates to the sender that the recipient is on the way.

[0052] FIGURE 8 shows a method 700 for sharing routes between at least

two computing devices that are each using an integrated location sharing application

according to an embodiment of the present invention. At step 702, a map on a

display screen of a first computing device is displayed. At step 704, a route from a

first location to a second location is generated based on an approximate route

indicated on the map by a user of the first computing device. The approximate route

may be indicated by a finger, a stylus or some other instrument capable of

interacting with a display screen of the first computing device. At step 706, the

approximate route is sent to the second computing device where the approximate

may be modified or revised by a user of the second computing device.

[0053] For example, a first user creates the approximate route with a finger

on a map displayed on the first computing device. In this example, the approximate

route may be generally imprecise, but could be automatically modified {e.g.,

"snapped") to take the form of a more precise route based on known geographical

features on the map. The approximate route or the snapped route may be sent to a

second computing device (or multiple other computing devices) to be used as a

guide for navigation or for confirmation.



[0054] Once received by the second computing device, a user of the second

computing device may modify or revise the route by moving parts of or moving the

entire route, again using a finger, stylus or some other device capable of interacting

with a display screen of the second computing device. Subsequently, the modified

map may be sent back to the first computing device or other computing device.

[0055] In another embodiment, the approximate map or the modified map

may be shared in a real time display with one or more computing devices. For

example, if one user centers the approximate map or the modified map on a

particular landmark then other users viewing the map will also see their map

centered on the particular landmark.

[0056] In another example of the present invention, the integrated location

sharing application may allow a user to look up friend on a social network, import

location information, as well as add other elements such as photos, check-ins etc.

Peripheral information gathered from social networks and other web sources may be

included on the map to give the user more information about their communication

partners. This information could include, but is not limited to, social network check-

ins, TWITTER® messages, images, social network posts, etc. The location

information does not need to be sent directly to the user for it to be displayed. If

relevant geo-coded information may be mined from multiple information sources,

then it may be displayed to the user. For example, if a location message is posted to



a social networking site, but not sent directly to the user, the integrated location

sharing application may still display that location information because it is pertinent.

In short, the integrated location sharing application may gather and aggregate (and

possibly extrapolate) information from other databases and networks. Permissions

for access may vary by data source.

[0057] By way of example, the recipient may see the sender on a map and

also seeing the last place the sender rated on a social rating site, such as YELP®

review site, a recent FOURSQUARE® location check-in, and/or a recent TWITTER®

message, which may be displayed in a text bubble over the recipient's icon. The

idea is to leverage social networks and other internet searches/databases that a first

user is signed into/has access to find all relevant information about a second user

when the first user is looking at their communication with second user. Additionally,

the leveraging of social networks may be done in a contextual manner, informed by

the contents of the communication between the users.

[0058] In one embodiment, a location of a chat participant from a social

network may be requested by a single button touch.

[0059] The integrated location sharing application may also include one or

more non-visual interaction methods and elements. By way of example, text

commands could be typed within the messaging conversation. These commands

would not necessarily be transmitted to a conversation partner, but rather



intercepted or parsed by the integrated location sharing application to show

information. For example, if a map is shown in the messaging conversation, the

viewer could type, "show traffic" to traffic information on the map. The message may

not, but could, be transmitted to the conversation partner, but rather interpreted by

the integrated location sharing application and information is displayed accordingly.

[0060] The integrated location sharing application may also allow for a

request of location information sent by the sender with predefined location sharing

parameters such as, but not limited to destination, updates speed, messages, etc.

The recipient of the request may change the sharing parameters before initiating the

location sharing event.

[0061] In another embodiment, the integrated location sharing application

may permit the recipient to receive real-time location updates and estimated time or

arrival notifications from a conversation partner or sender. The recipient may set a

parameter that asks for a notification when the conversation partner is a defined

amount of time or distance away, or when a defined external even occurs, for

example when the sender leaves a store or other location.

[0062] In yet another embodiment, real-time relative location notifications

may take into account the sender's current location and the sender's destination,

and potentially other impacting information (e.g. transportation mode, traffic) to

determine an approximate time for the recipient to meet the sender at the same



destination. For example, if the recipient receives a message from the sender

saying, "I'll be at a particular destination in thirty minutes" and the sender is ten

minutes from the particular destination then the recipient may receive a prompt to

leave their current location in twenty minutes to meet the sender at the particular

destination. In one embodiment, the prompt may take the form of a calendared event

or an alarm notification on the recipient's device.

[0063] The aforementioned embodiment provides an application of smart

notifications, such as when a user has an appointment that is thirty minutes away

with traffic, so the application provides a notification to leave for that destination

thirty minutes before the scheduled appointment. Additionally or alternatively, the

aforementioned embodiment may provide contextual notifications, which may be

when communication between users to coordinate meeting at a particular place at a

particular time,

[0064] In yet another embodiment, the integrated location sharing

application may include a map button displayed on a map that reflects a relative

timeliness of recent location information by signifying that there is location

information within the context of a current conversation. By way of example, the map

button may indicate speed, heading, proximity, etc.

In another embodiment, a displayed map may include colors representing

different users, coordinates etc. For example, different color location indicators may

be used to differentiate various locations of different users. Additionally, the color



indicators may be used to indicate text messages and other information posted or

sent by that user such as, but not limited to, geo-coded images, suggested

destinations, points of interest, etc.

Further, the displayed map may include alerts when a location is requested.

By way of example, a location request may be pushed to a recipient where the

recipient is asked to confirm, deny or modify the request. Additionally, parameters

by be put into place by the recipient to automatically confirm, deny or modify the

request without the sender's interaction.

In another embodiment, the displayed map may provide for a group location

display for group conversations in which individual locations may not necessarily be

displayed, but instead an aggregate of the group location may be displayed. The

aggregate may take the form of a center of mass or area display in which the center

of mass or area may be represented by a mean distance between all location

participating members of the group. The aggregate may include different specific

regions of density. An optionally, the aggregate may take the form of a heat map.

Other embodiments of the integrated location sharing application may include

location based advertisements displayed to a viewer depending on the sender's

location. The application may include coupons or gift certificates that may be sent to

recipient depending on their location, which may be updated in real-time based on

an actual or predicted path or previous location behavior.

In one embodiment, the integrated location sharing application may provide

for joint decision making in which a group of users within a conversation may display

contextual visual information relevant to their current conversation. The application

may prompt one or more users to make a decision. By way of example, a group of

students are chatting about where they want to have dinner tonight, so the



application recognizes the context of time and location and displays reviews for

places in the area. The users may be asked to vote on where they would like to eat.

In still yet another embodiment, the integrated location sharing application

may provide for close contact and/or token contact between user. Close contact may

take the form of a location sharing relationship created by actual or close contact

between mobile devices. The sharing of location information may expire in a pre

determined amount of time, or may be individually turned off, or could stop

depending on external events either automatically or manually. Token contact may

be when two users briefly tap mobile devices to establish a token which may then be

shared with other persons or groups by either person. The token may provide rights

such as a permission to share location information with others who have been

tapped.

[0065] The various embodiments described above can be combined to

provide further embodiments. All of the above U.S. patents, patent applications and

publications referred to in this specification are incorporated herein by reference.

Aspects can be modified, if necessary, to employ devices, features, and concepts of

the various patents, applications and publications to provide yet further

embodiments.

[0066] These and other changes can be made in light of the above detailed

description. In general, in the following claims, the terms used should not be

construed to limit the invention to the specific embodiments disclosed in the

specification and the claims, but should be construed to include all types of media

imaging, media cutting and media processing that operate in accordance with the



claims. Accordingly, the invention is not limited by the disclosure, but instead its

scope is to be determined entirely by the following claims



CLAIMS

1. A method for integrating a messaging conversation with a location sharing

event, the method comprising:

receiving a message through a first communication mode;

parsing the message to determine whether the message includes an

indication of time, an indication of location, or both; and

upon determining one of the indications, providing a prompt to a recipient

of the message to send the location sharing event to a sender of the

message.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the message through the first

communication mode includes receiving the message as a text conversation.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein receiving the message through the first

communication mode includes receiving the message as a voice conversation.

4 . The method of claim 3, wherein the voice conversation includes a voicemail

message.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the location sharing event is a real-time

location sharing event.

6 . The method of claim 1, wherein parsing the message includes analyzing

native language for the indication.

7 . The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying a map of the location

sharing event to at least the sender.



8 . The method of claim 7, wherein displaying the map includes importing

location information from a social networking site.

9 . The method of claim 7, wherein displaying the map includes displaying a

textual message within a proximity of the map.

10 . The method of claim 1, wherein parsing the message includes analyzing a

context of the message.

11. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining a future time

commitment of an activity based on a contextual analysis of the message.

12 . A method for providing notification of a future event, the method comprising:

communicating at least one message between at least two computing

devices;

analyzing a context of the at least one message to determine whether the

message includes an indication of a future time commitment for a user

of at least one of the two computing devices; and

generating a notification reminder of the future time commitment to the

user of at least one of the two computing devices.

13 . The method of claim 12, wherein generating the notification reminder

includes automatically generating a message to the user of at least one of the two

computing devices that instructs the user to leave a particular location at a particular

time.



14. The method of claim 13, wherein automatically generating the message

includes determining the particular location of the user in advance of the future time

commitment.

15 . The method of claim 12, wherein analyzing the messaging includes parsing

the message.

16 . The method of claim 12, wherein communicating the message includes

communicating a textual message.

17 . The method of claim 12, wherein generating the notification reminder of the

future time commitment includes calendaring the future commitment on at least one

of the computing devices.

18 . The method of claim 12, wherein generating the notification reminder of the

future time commitment includes setting an alarm on at least one of the computing

device, the alarm set to provide the notification reminder in advance of the future

time commitment.

19 . The method of claim 12, further comprising prompting at least one of the

computing devices to generate and send a location sharing event to the other

computing device upon receiving the notification reminder of the future time

commitment.

20. A method for sharing routes between at least two computing devices, the

method comprising:

displaying a map on a display screen of first computing device;



generating a route from a first location to a second location based on an

approximate route indicated on the map by a user of the first

computing device; and

sending the map to the second computing device.

2 1 . The method of claim 20, further comprising receiving revisions to the

approximate route on the second computing device.

22. The method of claim 2 1 , further comprising sending a revised route back to

the first computing device.

23. The method of claim 20, further comprising sending a message from the

second computing device to the first computing device to accept the approximate

route.
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